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Abstract 

  

The anomalous behavior of geomagnetic diurnal variation was reported by prior studies several 

months before the great 2011 Tohoku earthquake. In order to be further developed for a reliable 

earthquake prediction system, the statistical significance of such anomalies needs to be verified 

through a multiple-events study. In this paper, 157 past earthquakes that happened from the year 

2000 until 2019 around the world were studied by utilizing vast low-resolution (1-min sampling 

period) geomagnetic field data. The Diurnal Variation Range Ratio (DVRR) method was 

employed to identify the disappearance of typical diurnal variation at magnetometer stations near 

epicenters, whereas superposed epoch analysis was the statistical tool used to reveal the periodicity 

of anomaly appearances. This research found that the number of anomalies in all three 

geomagnetic field components (i.e., northward, eastward, and vertical) increased significantly only 

before the earthquakes starting from around one month prior. The significant increments were not 

simultaneous, instead there were temporal lags between the components. Several mechanisms 

were proposed to elucidate the generation of the anomalies as well as to explain the observed 

temporal lags. Through the analysis, it could be concluded that the statistical significance of the 

anomalies could be verified. It was possible that the anomalies were the earthquake precursors. 

  

Keywords: Earthquake, geomagnetic diurnal variation, magnetometer data, seismo-
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Introduction 

 

Shear strain and stress that are slowly accumulated in the Earth’s crustal layer could result in 

sudden energy release and seismic wave generation as well as causing shaking and/or ground 

displacements; this phenomenon is better known as earthquake. Earthquakes occur approximately 

500,000 times per year, where minor earthquakes happen nearly all the time in high seismic zones 

especially California, Indonesia, Japan, and Italy (Hayakawa, 2015). Due to the great impacts of 

earthquakes in terms of casualty and property destruction, the earthquake prediction field has been 

gaining pace since the last century, leading to 40 earthquake precursor candidates being considered 

and evaluated by the Sub-Commission on Earthquake Prediction of the International Association 

for Seismology and Physics of the Earth's Interior (IASPEI) in 1980s (Jordan et al., 2011). Among 

the candidates, anomalies in the geomagnetic field are one of the types that was frequently 

discussed and has been continually researched (Hayakawa, 2018). This situation led to the 

introduction of various detection techniques like polarization ratio (Yusof et al., 2021), Ultra-Low 

Frequency (ULF) depression (Schekotov et al., 2020), and principal component analysis (Zhu et 

al., 2019). Additionally, geomagnetic anomalies could also be manifested and detected in the form 

of diurnal variation (Xu et al., 2013), which is the focus of the present study. 

The periodic fluctuation of geomagnetic field intensity over 24 hours is referred to as 

diurnal variation of the field that largely depends on the solar quiet current system produced by 

magnetospheric and ionospheric currents. Although the variation is influenced by various main 

sources, other sources including the minor ones through the investigation on the behavior of the 

variations still can be identified. For example, during the presence of inhomogeneous ionospheric 

currents, it is common to observe short-periodic disturbances lasting for a several hours to a few 

days (Hamid et al., 2021). Additionally, solar-terrestrial disturbances due to geomagnetic storms 

are possible to be discerned by observing Planetary (ap) and Disturbance Storm-Time (Dst) 

indices, which are some examples of global geomagnetic indices (Yusof et al., 2020). Likewise, 

changes of conductivity occurring in the underground before large earthquakes may induce diurnal 

variation anomalies in close proximity to the epicenter, even though their appearances are usually 

relatively inconspicuous and can be masked by the more dominant Earth’s main field.  

Therefore, a signal processing technique that is capable in emphasizing and highlighting 

the anomalies is needed. The effectiveness of Diurnal Variation Range Ratio (DVRR) method has 

been demonstrated by prior studies in detecting pre-earthquake geomagnetic diurnal variation 

anomalies (Han et al., 2015; Han et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2013). However, past studies usually 

investigated only a few earthquakes where the study area was limited to a certain seismoactive 

region. This practice may have caused a question – were the observed anomalies actually 

earthquake precursors or did they happen by chance? (Masci & Thomas, 2015). In order to answer 

the question, comprehensive statistical analyses that include a large number of earthquakes in 

multiple regions around the world can be done. Prior studies have conducted similar analyses on 

different types of anomalies, for instance, the Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA) has been adopted 

to determine whether the reported ULF anomalies appearing before earthquakes were statistically 

significant (Han et al., 2014; Hattori et al., 2013). SEA was specifically used in the studies because 

it can uncover obscure periodicities hidden in multiple time series (Singh & Badruddin, 2006). 

While, the DVRR method has the edge over ULF methods since the former only needs low-

resolution data whereas high-resolution data (i.e., 1-Hz sampling frequency or higher) are 

necessary for the latter to be implemented. As low-resolution data are readily and freely accessible 

via online databases, it is more viable to conduct extensive studies by utilizing the data.  
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This present study aims to utilize long-term low-resolution geomagnetic data to apply the 

DVRR method alongside the SEA for a statistical analysis of pre-earthquake diurnal variation 

anomaly detection. Results obtained from the analysis will verify the anomalies appearing prior to 

earthquakes in terms of statistical significance. As similar studies have not been done before, this 

study will also explore the possible generation and propagation mechanisms of pre-earthquake 

diurnal variation to explain our observations. 

  

 

Data and methodology  

  

1-min sampling period geomagnetic field data utilized in this study were obtained from the 

SuperMAG database (www.supermag.jhuapl.edu) (Chi et al., 2013; Clauer et al., 2014; 

Engebretson et al., 1995; Gjerloev, 2012; Lichtenberger et al., 2013; Love & Chulliat, 2013; Mann 

et al., 2008; Tanskanen, 2009; Yumoto, 2001). The spatial and temporal coverages of this study 

were extensive where data collected at 138 magnetometer stations around the world within the 

period of study, which was set between the year 1999 and 2019, were involved. The stations are 

either induction-coil or vector fluxgate types with a three-axis configuration that collect data 

consisting of three components, referred to as N, E, and Z, corresponding to northward, eastward, 

and vertical components in the geomagnetic coordinate (Gjerloev, 2012). Additionally, Planetary 

(ap) and Disturbance Storm-Time (Dst) global geomagnetic indices data that were acquired 

through the NASA OMNIWeb Service (www.omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov) were also analyzed. Since 

derivations of the indices involve geomagnetic field measurements at observatories situated near 

the mid-latitudes and the equator, respectively, their utilization provided this study with overall 

conditions of the global geomagnetic activity level and the presence of solar-terrestrial 

disturbances (Rostoker, 1972). The days with the intensity of the indices reaching predefined 

threshold values of 27 nTap   or 30 nTDst   were considered ‘disturbed’, hence, any 

geomagnetic field anomalies observed during these days were eliminated. Besides, earthquake 

event details that happened within the period of study and satisfied the criteria of hypocentral 

depth, 200 kmh  , magnitude, 6.0,M   and epicentral distance, 190kmd   were acquired from 

the European-Mediterranean Seismological Centre catalog (www.emsc-csem.org). Note that d  for 

each earthquake was measured from any of the stations. In order to implement the DVRR method, 

datasets from at least one station pair were needed for every earthquake event; the stations were 

referred to as ‘near’ and ‘far’ stations. Therefore, 479 station pairs, which were made up of 92 

individual stations, were algorithmically determined based on their distances from 157 

earthquakes, providing 479n   for the statistical analysis using the SEA. The earthquakes and 

stations are illustrated in Fig. 1 as red circles and blue triangles, respectively. 

The DVRR method aims to amplify pre-earthquake diurnal variation anomalies in the 

geomagnetic field (Han et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2013; Yusof et al., 2019). In this study, near and far 

stations have epicentral distances of 190 kmd   and 600 km 1000 kmd  , respectively. 

Additionally, far stations that had other earthquakes happened within 190 km during the 

observation period were excluded to isolate the seismic effects to the main earthquake only. 

Diurnal variation ranges of the N  component at the far station, 
,far iN  on the i-th day were divided 

by ranges at the near station, 
,near iN  – this parameter is known as the daily range ratio, 

,N iR . The 

parameter might fluctuate randomly, hence, its 15-day moving average, 
NR  was computed to 

observe its long-term trend more clearly. The calculations were done as follows: 
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where: w is the moving average window size (i.e., 15w  ), whereas F  and C  refer to the floor and 

ceiling of 0.5( 1)w , respectively. Similar processes were performed on the E and Z  components 

as well where the period starting from 55 days before until 55 days after each earthquake day (i.e., 
55  days) was observed. Then, an ‘anomaly’ was identified if the daily value, 

iR  of the component 

surpasses the mean plus or minus two times the standard deviation ( )k   of the whole period 

of observation, which implies that the anomaly is outside the 95% of the normally distributed 

dataset (Han et al., 2015). 

 

 

Figure 1.  The maps showing the studied earthquakes and stations, represented as red circles and blue triangles, 

respectively, in America and Europe (main map) as well as Asia (inset map). The radii of the circles are proportional 

to the earthquake magnitudes. 

 

Through the implementation of the SEA, a total of n binary temporal observations and ( )y t  

of a parameter in respect to an event of reference, 
rt  were composited. In the present study, R and 

each studied earthquake were set as the parameter and event of reference, respectively. The 

analysis is based on the assumption that the signals related to the event will stand out from the 

background signatures, which will be averaged out due to the composition. The signal occurrence 

sum, ( )s t  was computed as follows: 
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where: ( )i ry t t  refers to the observation time series that has been shifted relative to the earthquake 

day, in this case by positioning the earthquake day at the center of the time series (i.e., day 0) 

(Samson & Yeung, 1986). In this study, every anomaly appearance was counted and the day 

number, i of the appearance was recorded for every available near–far station pair ( 479n  ), then 

the counts were added up to get the total anomaly count for each of the 111 days. Finally, an 

anomaly count was regarded as significant if it surpasses the mean plus two standard deviations (

2  ) (Hattori et al., 2013).  

 

 

Results and discussion  

  

Before discussing the overall results of statistical analysis, it was important to understand the 

variation of raw geomagnetic field data. Fig. 2 exemplifies the field intensity in nT measured at 

Kakioka (KAK) and Memambetsu (MMB), Japan stations from 16 days before until the day of 

M6.1 Honshu, Japan earthquake on 13th of May 2011, where for this event, KAK and MMB act as 

the near and far stations. Based on the values of the global geomagnetic indices, disturbed days 

were identified as shown by the magenta shade in Fig. 2. The geomagnetic field data of a 

component measured at two close stations are known to closely correspond with each other. 

Besides, solar disturbances like geomagnetic storms would cause similar global effects at both 

stations (Potirakis et al., 2017). This behavior was clearly apparent in Fig. 2 during both quiet 

(unshaded) and disturbed (shaded) days, with the exception of a three-day period in the Z  

component at the near station; the period is highlighted by the yellow dashed line rectangle in Fig. 

2e. Unlike its far station counterpart in Fig. 2f, the intensity of the field component during the 

highlighted period showed less variations, starting from –9 until the end of –7 days in respect to 

the earthquake day. The anomalous disappearance of diurnal variation specifically in the Z  

component prior to a sizeable earthquake is consistent with findings by prior studies (e.g., Han et 

al., 2016). Similar anomalies during other periods and before other earthquakes were searched by 

employing the DVRR method that can emphasize the appearance of anomalies.  

DVRR analysis results of all studied earthquakes were merged through the SEA. Since 

anomalies that may have possible association with many earthquakes occurring in different periods 

might appear on different days relative to their respective earthquakes, an analysis accumulated 

throughout a longer period was essential to uncover any noteworthy observations. For this purpose, 

5-day counts were found to be useful (Han et al., 2014; Hattori et al., 2013), which are simply the 

summations of 1-day counts throughout five consecutive days. Fig. 3 shows SEA results based on 

R where the 5-day counts (bars) and statistical significance based on 2   thresholds (dashed 

lines) are shown in blue, orange, and yellow for N , E, and Z  components, respectively. Note that 

the x-axis tick label to the left of each bar group indicates the lower boundary of the 5-day count, 

e.g., the leftmost bar group starts at day –55 and ends at day –51. It was apparent from Fig. 2 that 

the anomaly counts for the N  component (blue bars) significantly increased throughout days –30 

to –26 and –20 to –16. The other two components exhibited a similar observation, except the 

increases were closer in time to the earthquake day, which were throughout days –15 to –11 for 

the E (orange bars), whereas –10 to –6  and –5 to –1 for Z  components (yellow bars).  
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Figure 2. Raw geomagnetic field intensity (nT) measured at a pair of near and far stations for N, E, and Z 

components from 16 days before until the day of earthquake. Disturbed days are shaded magenta, while the dashed 

line rectangle in (e) highlights the disappearance of geomagnetic variation. 

 

Furthermore, it was clear that the Z  anomaly count increased at a slower rate before the 

earthquake day (solid black line), but the decrease was steeper after the highest count in 

comparison with both N  and E components. A minor increase was also seen specifically in the Z  

component following the initial increase, although the minor increase was below the statistical 

significance value. Since the incorporation of the SEA into DVRR method has never been done 

before, a comparison could only be made indirectly with Hattori et al. (2013) that performed SEA 

on the Z  component to identify pre-earthquake anomalous energy enhancements within the ULF 

range. The behavior of the Z  variation in the present study is in agreement with their study where 

a gradual increase during the pre-earthquake period followed by a steep decrease during the post-

earthquake period then a final minor increase was observed. However, since the observations for 

both N  and E components were not reported in that study, no comparisons could be made for both 

components. As previously explained, disturbances from external sources have been removed by 

discarding anomalies during disturbed periods as well as calculating the near–far station ratio. 

Therefore, we could safely say that the detected N  and E anomalies probably came from the same 

source and were generated by the same mechanism that caused the anomalies in the Z  component, 

except there were approximately 5-day temporal lags between the components. Hence, it could be 

concluded that the anomalies observed through the DVRR method might have association with 

the earthquakes that followed.   
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Figure 3.  SEA results based on R  where 5-day counts and their respective 2   thresholds are shown by bars and 

dashed lines, respectively, for the N (blue), E (orange), and Z (yellow) components. 

 

The mechanisms that generated the observed anomalies need to be clarified to completely 

understand the phenomenon of pre-earthquake electromagnetics (also known as seismo-

electromagnetics). The change of conductivity in the underground is a possible mechanism since 

past studies have reported such change prior to earthquakes (Manga et al., 2003). Dehydrated 

crustal rocks have a weak electrical conductivity under the normal condition because the 

conductivity largely depends on the dynamics of underground fluid and how it is distributed. As 

microcracks are being formed in the rocks during the earthquake preparation phase, underground 

fluid could migrate to different locations. The process could alter distribution of the fluid as well 

as modify the underground conductivity which subsequently generate anomalies in the 

geomagnetic field (Hayakawa, 2015). Additionally, it is estimated that M6.0+ earthquakes would 

be able to generate magnetic signals via the induction of electromagnetic field that are detectable 

from more than 100 km away, and via electrokinetic effects that can be detected from more than 

200 km away (Hayakawa, 2015). Hence, it was assumed based on these estimations that the 

anomalies observed in this study were due to the superposition of both generation mechanisms.  

Previous studies that employed the DVRR method mainly detected anomalies in the Z  

(e.g., Han et al., 2015; Han et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2013) that could be attributed 

to the highly responsive characteristic of the component toward signals propagating from nearby 

crusts since the signals carry substantial power perpendicular to the Earth’s surface (Hattori et al., 

2013). Thus, the mechanisms previously elaborated are adequate to clarify the majority of the 

results reported by previous studies as well as the observation regarding the Z component in the 

current study. In contrast, a different phenomenon was considered to explain the observations in 

the N  and E  components. Albeit much rarer, a phenomenon called ULF depression was 

discovered prior to earthquakes, reportedly affected only the horizontal component ( 2 2 2H N E 
) (Potirakis et al., 2019a; Schekotov et al., 2006; Schekotov et al., 2020). The phenomenon is an 

effect of the decreased spectral power in the horizontal components due to the heightened Alfvén 

waves absorption propagating downward that is induced by radon gas emanated from the 
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earthquake epicenter (Hayakawa, 2015; Pulinets et al., 2018). Since the depression was manifested 

as the lack of waveform fluctuations in filtered signals (i.e., ULF with oscillation periods, 100 sT 

) (Schekotov et al., 2006), it is theoretically possible that the total variation range could be 

significantly diminished if the depression happened during the period of maximum or/and 

minimum intensities of the typical diurnal variation.  

The ULF depression phenomenon is ‘highly sensitive’ where it was claimed to be 

detectable at stations located as far as 400 km away from the epicenter due to its dependence on 

the ionosphere (Schekotov et al., 2020), which could spread out its perturbing effects over a greater 

coverage (Potirakis et al., 2019b). Hence, if anomalies in all geomagnetic components were 

generated through various channels several months before the earthquake, anomalies through a 

wide-reaching channel like the seismo-ionospheric effect were more likely to arrive at any 

observatory stations earlier. This assumption was based on how anomalies are generated 

underground where the process could start up to two months before earthquakes (Akinaga et al., 

2001; Han et al., 2015; Han et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2013) and the generation occurs continuously 

instead of short-lived (Hayakawa, 2015). In addition, the direct lithospheric effect that potentially 

generated the Z  component anomalies are said to be locally confined and has shorter detectable 

distances. Hence, the difference in terms of the mechanisms that generated Z and horizontal 

component anomalies is a possible explanation for the temporal lags of the anomaly appearances 

where the former appeared after the latter.  

 

 

Conclusion  

 

The study of statistical significance of diurnal variation anomalies in the geomagnetic field 

appearing before earthquakes was carried out for the first time by utilizing long-term data. Through 

this study, the DVRR method was found to be successful in minimizing solar disturbances while 

preserving possible seismically induced anomalies. It was found that all three components 

exhibited significant increases in anomaly counts, contrary to findings by previous studies where 

only anomalies in the Z  component were observed. Based on the results and proposed 

mechanisms, the anomalies were verified to be significant as well as might be associated with the 

earthquakes and therefore were possibly precursors to the subsequent earthquakes. It is 

recommended for future studies to incorporate observations based on satellite data to expand the 

coverage of geomagnetic field data. 
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